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412 Feez Street, Norman Gardens, Qld 4701

Bedrooms: 4 Bathrooms: 2 Parkings: 4 Area: 958 m2 Type: House

Jacob Samuelsson

0468370028

https://realsearch.com.au/412-feez-street-norman-gardens-qld-4701
https://realsearch.com.au/jacob-samuelsson-real-estate-agent-from-ray-white-rockhampton-2


Offers Over $549,000

The depiction of 412 Feez Street presents a captivating portrayal of a truly exceptional property, seamlessly melding

contemporary comforts with the enduring allure of suburban living. This double-storey brick house stands as a testament

to superior craftsmanship and deliberate design, offering a haven for any family privileged enough to claim it as their

own.Upon crossing the threshold, visitors are embraced by a welcoming ambiance, bathed in the gentle glow of natural

light streaming through expansive windows.Inside, the atmosphere exudes refinement and grace, with sumptuous

furnishings and tasteful decor gracing the two generous living areas on the ground floor. These spaces transcend mere

functionality, beckoning as havens for relaxation, entertainment, and the cultivation of cherished memories.Yet, the

enchantment of 412 Feez Street transcends its physical confines. The backyard entices with promises of leisure and

recreation, featuring a pristine concrete pool enveloped by verdant greenery. Here, residents can escape the clamour of

everyday life, finding solace and serenity in their own secluded retreat.Enhancing the property's allure are the two double

bay sheds, offering abundant storage for tools, equipment, or perhaps a hobbyist's sanctuary. Meanwhile, the inclusion of

a car hoist in the original garage speaks to the homeowner's passion for automobiles and fine craftsmanship, imbuing the

residence with personalized touches that transform it into a true sanctuary.Moreover, a new kitchen graces the home,

blending modern convenience with timeless elegance. It stands as the heart of the home, where culinary delights are

crafted and shared amidst the warmth of family gatherings.Every facet of 412 Feez Street seems to resonate with tales of

jubilant gatherings, tranquil reflections, and shared experiences that transform mere living spaces into cherished

sanctuaries. It transcends mere bricks and mortar-it is a dream waiting to be realized, a sanctuary where families can

flourish and craft a lifetime of happiness.For those seeking a harmonious fusion of modern luxury and suburban charm,

412 Feez Street beckons as an irresistible opportunity to manifest their aspirations into reality.


